Abstract-Early detection of atrial fibrillation (AF) is of great importance to cardiologists in order to help patients suffer from chronic cardiac arrhythmias. This paper proposes a novel algorithm to detect short episodes of atrial fibrillation (AF) using an ensemble framework. Several features are extracted from long term electrocardiogram (ECG) signals based on the heart rate variability (HRV). The most significant subset of features are selected as inputs to the four classifiers. Outputs of these classifiers are then combined for the final detection of the AF episodes. Results from an extensive analysis of the proposed algorithm show high classification accuracy (around 85%) and sensitivity (around 92%) for classifying very short episodes of AF (10 beats per segment, which is approximately 6 seconds). The accuracy and sensitivity of the proposed algorithm are improved significantly to 96.46% and 94%, respectively, for slightly longer episodes (60 beats per segment) of AF. Compared to the state-ofthe-art algorithms, the proposed method shows the potential to pave the way to extend to real-time AF detection applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
A significant proportion of worldwide mortality are caused by cardiac diseases and atrial fibrillation (AF) is one of the most common cardiac arrhythmias among elderly population [1] , [2] . The demographics of western countries is alarming this health issue [3] , [4] . It should be mentioned that the consequences of AF is much more serious than AF itself since it may end up in serious heart failures and strokes [5] . From an economic point of view, treatment of AF can be very expensive as well as challenging [4] , [5] .
One of the most common ways for physicians to diagnose AF is through visual examination of the electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings. However, it is not always easy and in most cases cumbersome to analyse these big amounts of ECG data. Therefore, it is required to develop analytic software in order to automatically analyse the heart beats and rhythms which helps accelerating the process of detecting AF. Various stateof-the-art algorithms for detecting AF have been introduced in the literature. Zhou et al. used symbolic dynamics and Shannon entropy for automatic detection of AF [6] . Dash et al. proposed a real time AF detection algorithm using heart beat intervals and tested their method on two different databases [7] . In [8] , the possibility of AF detection using P wave absence was studied. In a recent study, Andersen et al. investigated AF detection using data driven and HRV approaches [9] . Asgari et al. proposed an algorithm using statistical modelling of atrial activity and a single classifier to detect AF [10] . An automatic detection of AF using discrete wavelet transform and HRV was also proposed in [11] . The purpose of this work is to develop an intelligent algorithm that will overcome inaccuracies and uncertainties that exist in the state-of-the art diagnosis methodologies.
Ensemble learning methods are being used for prognostics and decision making in various applications, such as biomedical [12] , financial [13] , and power systems engineering [14] - [16] . Three main parts of ensemble learning systems are [17] : (i) Sampling from a dataset to make a training set, (ii) Training a group of classifiers, and (iii) Combining the output of classifiers. It has been shown in the literature that using ensemble learning increases the chance of selecting more accurate classifiers by avoiding selection of a single weak classifier [17] .
Four different HRV based features have been derived and used as inputs to the four chosen classification algorithms to distinguish the AF episodes from normal sinus rhythm (NSR). The four used classifiers are, the Random Forests (RF) [18] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19] , Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [20] , and Group Method of data Handling (GMDH) [21] . Each of these classifiers is trained separately using 5-fold cross validation and then the outputs of all the classifiers are combined using a combination rule called the Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) [22] to enhance the classification accuracy.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Preprocessing
The recorded ECG signals are filtered to remove noise and baseline wanders. The well-known PhysioNet WFDB Toolbox is also used to detect the R peaks and extract the RR intervals (RRI) [23] , [24] . The signals are then segmented into M beats (R peaks) per segment.
B. Feature Extraction
Four HRV based features are extracted from each RRI segment. They are: (i) The standard deviation of RRI in a segment (SD RRI), (ii) mean of RRI in a segment (Mean RRI), (iii) Root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD), and (iv) Normalised root mean square of successive differences (nRMSSD) [25] - [27] . SD RRI and Mean RRI measure the standard deviation and mean of RRIs in each segment. RMSSD (Eq.(1)) and nRMSSD (Eq.(2)) are statistical timedomain based methods to estimate HRV in a specified intervals of an ECG.
where N is the number of RRIs in a segment. Due to the irregular heart beats in AF episodes, the values of RMSSD and nRMSSD are usually higher.
C. Classification 1) Support Vector Machine(SVM):
It is one of the popular statistical based learning algorithms which seeks optimum hyper-planes to classify a dataset into different classes or approximate a function. Suppose that we have a dataset of N inputs and targets as: Z = {(x 1 , t 1 ), (x 2 , t 2 ), . . . , (x N , t N )},where x n ∈ IR m and t n ∈ IR are inputs vectors and targets, respectively. The algorithm uses this dataset to approximate the function f (x), which maps inputs to targets, as follows [19] :
where w denotes the weights vector and b is the bias term. The separating hyper-plane can be completely defined by determining w and b. In order to take the advantage of nonlinear decision boundaries, a radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used, which is defined as:
where σ is the width of the kernel function which needs to be optimized. There is another hyper-parameter, C, which controls the mis-classification's penalty to achieve a trade-off between minimising the error and the model complexity. A grid search approach is used to find the optimum values of these hyper-parameters.
2) Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH):
This method, which is also known as the polynomial neural network, was introduced by Ivakhnenko in 1971 [28] . Here, the relationship between multiple inputs and outputs of the network can be modelled as:
where u = (u 1 , . . . , u L ) is the input feature vector, Y is the output. In Eq.(5), a 0 and a i are scalar coefficients, f i are the elementary functions, and L is the number of base function components in the GMDH network.
In the GMDH algorithm, various subsets of Eq.(5), which are called partial-models, are defined. The coefficients (a 0 , a i , a ij , a ijk , . . . in Eq.(6)) of these partial-models are determined using least-squares techniques [28] . The core concept of GMDH is to find a model (network) with optimal complexity by gradually increasing the partial-models. In our work, we use one of the most well-known base functions called the Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial defined in the following equation:
3) Random Forests (RF): RF is an ensemble learning approach which constructs different decision trees during the training phase and then make a prediction based on the majority voting. It was first introduced by Tin Kam Ho [29] in 1995 and was extended by Leo Breiman in 2001 [30] . Decision trees are invariant and stable models to transformation of feature inputs and adding irrelevant features [31] . In addition, training deep decision trees easily over-fits the training set [31] . In contrast, different deep decision trees are trained on different parts of the training set to alleviate the overfitting problem.
4) Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost): It is another important ensemble learning algorithm introduced by Yoav Freund and Robert Schapire in 1997 [20] . Compared to RF, AdaBoost is less likely to over-fit but is very sensitive to noisy data. It also uses decision trees as the weak learners and weighs the misclassification samples in the next iterations where new decision trees are added to the ensemble.
D. Dempster-Shafer Combination Rule
The Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) is a powerful technique for information fusion and combining information from different sources [22] . This method is also capable of capturing the degree of certainties from different information sources [32] .
The three main functions used in DST are: a mass probability function (m), a belief function (Bel), and a plausibility function (P l) of which m is the most important in binary classification problems and should meet the following conditions [32] :
where X is the universal set and ∅ is the empty set. For our application, the universal set is defined as: X = {NSR, AF}. One advantage of DST is its capability for combining independent evidences (mass probability functions), m 1 and m 2 , in order to produce more informative evidence, which is shown by m 1 ⊕ m 2 and is calculated as follows: where P = B∩C=∅ m 1 (B)m 2 (C). In the proposed ensemble method (Section III), the outputs of the single classifiers are actually normalized mass functions between 0 and 1 which can be used by DST to compute a combined output.
III. ENSEMBLE AF DETECTION
The proposed method utilizes the advantages of ensemble learning to detect short episodes of AF in ECG recordings. The flowchart of the method is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the algorithm is described in eight steps as follows:
1) Noise reduction: The recorded ECG signals are filtered to remove the noise and baseline wanders. 2) R peaks detection: As mentioned in Section II-A, the R peaks in all ECG signals are detected using the PhysioNet WFDB Toolbox. 3) Segmentation: In this step, the ECG signals are segmented into M beats per segment. 4) Create a synthetic dataset: In this study, the number of NSR episodes in the dataset are much more than the number of AF episodes. Thus, the size of AF class is not sufficient for training the classification algorithms. Therefore, the use of this imbalanced dataset increases the chance of a biased classification, which in turns leads to a higher error rate on the minority class [33] .
To improve the training procedure of the classifiers by making the datatset balanced, adaptive synthetic oversampling technique (ADASYN) is applied to enable the classification algorithms achieving their desirable performance [33] . The ADASYN algorithm consists of three main steps: (i) computing the degree of class imbalance to calculate the number of synthetic samples for the minority class, (ii) calculating the Euclidean distance to find the K nearest neighbours in a minority class, and (iii) generating the synthetic dataset for the minority class by:
, where x i is a minority class sample, x ki is a randomly chosen sample from the determined K nearest neighbors, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a random number. 5) Cross validation: In this step, the whole dataset is divided into training and validation sets using the 5-fold cross validation. 6) Train all classifiers: The 5-fold training sets are used to train all the single classifiers to estimate the average error. 7) Evaluate all the trained classifiers:The trained classifiers are tested on the validation sets to evaluate the performance of each classification algorithms. 8) Combine the outputs of the classifiers: The outputs of all the classifiers which are posterior probabilities assigned to the two classes (AF & NSR) are combined using DST.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this study, we have used the Long-Term Atrial Fibrillation Database (LTAFDB) on PhysioNet [23] to verify the performance of the developed algorithm. This database consists of 84 ECG recordings of length between 24 to 25 hours and sampled at 128 Hz. The imbalanced LTAFDB dataset is composed of 893618 beats. The number of beats for the two classes are represented in Table I . After creating synthetic data, the number of beats for both classes were distributed equally ( Table I) . As an example, distribution of the imbalanced and balanced number of beats for 30 segments of signal # 2 for two arbitrary features (Mean RRI and SD RRI) are plotted in Fig.  2a and Fig. 2b , respectively. This shows how synthetic data are distributed with respect to the two features (Mean RRI and SD RRI). The significant features, which are the most efficient ones in separating the AF class from NSR class, are selected as inputs to the classifiers. Amongst the four extracted features (Section II-B), the three most efficient features are the SD RRI, RMSSD, and nRMSSD. Figures 3a and 3b show the scatter plots along with the density curves of four features for signal # 2 in the dataset. It is evident that the density curves for these three features have less overlaps and using these three features leads to a better classification between AF and NSR classes. In the next step, the selected features are used as inputs to the classifiers. The four classifiers are trained using 5-fold cross validation techniques. The training and validation accuracies for all four classifiers are reported in Table II . As given in this table, RF performs the best on validation sets followed by AdaBoost, SVM, and GMDH. The outputs of the four classifiers are then combined using DST which improves the overall classification accuracy of the best classifier by more than 1% (83.86 to 84.97%). The confusion matrices on training and validation phases are also shown in Figs. 4a and 4b . In addition, other classification measures of the combined classifiers such as F 1-score, sensitivity (Se), and positive predictive value (P P V ) are reported in Table III . These metrics are defined as follows:
P P V = T P T P + F P ,
F = (1 + β 2 ) P P V · Se (β 2 · P P V ) + Se ,
Acc = T P + T N T P + F N + F P + T N .
where T P , F N , and F P are the number of true positive, false negative, and false positive cases, respectively. F -score is actually a weighted harmonic mean of Se and P P V . When β is equal to 1 the measure is called balanced F -score (F 1 score) which takes both Se and P P V into account equally. The value of F 1 score is between 0 and +1 in which +1 shows the highest classification ability and 0 represents the lowest classification ability. In addition, the performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated on the longer segment lengths (M = 60, 150, and 300 beats per segment) and the corresponding results are given in Table IV . As it is expected, the performance of the proposed algorithm enhances significantly for longer segments. For example, for M = 60, the Acc, F 1 score, Se, and P P V increase by over 11%, 10%, 2%, and 16%, respectively. It should be mentioned that the majority of the state-of-theart algorithms in the literature considered fairly large segment of beats to detect AF. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies that investigates detection of AF for a very short segment (10-beat). For example, Dash et al. [7] defined 128-beat segments to train their proposed algorithm. In addition, they excluded AF episodes of less than 64 beats long in the reported results as they stated that their algorithm is not robust enough for very short episodes of AF. In another study, Babaeizadeh et al. [34] , which uses RRI and P wave absent as detecting features, achieved a very good performance for segments of longer than 60 beats with Se and PPV of 93% and 98%, respectively. It should be noted that there is no reported results on shorter segments in their study, however, the performance of the proposed algorithm in our paper for M=60 is comparable with them.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel ensemble method has been proposed to detect short episodes of AF in ECG recordings. First, four different features (SD RRI, Mean RRI, RMSSD, and nRMSSD) were extracted from the derived HRV signals. Then, three of the most significant features, namely the SD RRI, RMSSD, and nRMSSD were selected and used them as inputs to the four chosen classification schemes (SVM, GMDH, RF, and AdaBoost). All classification algorithms were trained using 5-fold cross validation. Finally, the outputs of the classifiers which were actually the posterior probabilities assigned to the two classes (AF & NSR) were combined using the DST combination rule to improve the overall accuracy. The very impressive classification results obtained with short segments (M = 10) of ECG signals provide us the opportunity to use this algorithm in real-time to detect AF which could eventually be used in house by clinicians to diagnose incipient AF.
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